Attachment Photo Sheet for the Baby Lock Evolve (BLE8 & BLE8W)

Belt Loop Folder
(Folds the material downward on both sides
with the edges meeting in the center of the
underside of the belt loop; sewn with 2
needles)

Double Fold Bias Binder
(Folds the bias material in half around the
fabric and then under-folds both the top and
bottom edges of the bias material for a
“CLEAN” Double Fold Finish on both top and
bottom; sewn with 1 or 2 needles)

“B”

“A”

Single Fold Bias Binder
(Folds the bias material in half around the
fabric. The edges are NOT folded under for a
“RAW” Single Fold Finish on both top and
bottom; sewn with 1 or 2 needles)

Needles (11, 12BP, & 14BP)
& Single Downturn Fellers
available in our “Babylock”
eBay store category!!

Collarette Coverstitch “A” & “B” Binders
(“A” Style folds the bias material TWICE on top
(“CLEAN” Finish) and UNFOLDED on bottom
(“RAW” Finish). “B” Style folds the bias
material TWICE on top (“CLEAN” Finish) and
TWICE on bottom (“CLEAN” Finish). These “A”
& “B” standard “Collarette” binders are used
on all types of T-Shirts and Tops, especially
Knitwear. Binders feature adjustable finish
sizes via screw adjustment (+/- 1/8”); sewn
with 2 or 3 needles)
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Coverstitch Bias Binder Instructions
for the Baby Lock Evolve (BLE8 & BLE8W)
Please note that our “A” & “B” Babylock Evolve Binders are adjustable. The CUT Size will work
with binding material 1/16” (+/-) from the indicated CUT Sizes (as “stamped” or “etched” on
the binder). Additionally, the FINISH Size is adjustable (via the 2 screws on the “top” of the
binder) to sizes 1/16” (+/-) from the FINISH Sizes (as “stamped” or “etched” on the binder).
For example, our “A” Babylock Evolve Binders stamped “1-3/16 – 7/16”
(1-3/16” indicating the mid-range CUT Size and 7/16” indicating the mid-range FINISH Size)
will allow for a CUT Size of 1-1/8” to 1-1/4” (with 1-3/16” indicating the mid-range CUT Size)
and are adjustable for FINISH Sizes of 3/8” to 1/2” (with 7/16” indicating the mid-range
FINISH Size).
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Coverstitch Bias Binder Mounting Photos & Instructions
for the Baby Lock Evolve (BLE8 & BLE8W)

This is a new, high-quality Industrial-Grade Collarette Coverstitch Binder mounted on the BabyLock Evolve using
our “L” Bracket. Note that the Binder is “angled” slightly toward the Presser Foot Area. The greater the angle,
the closer to the Presser Foot the folded Binding Material will exit the Binder. Lastly, this Binder may be used
with one or two of the white mounting screws, depending upon the angle used.
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Bias/Tape Reel Assembly – Clamp-On to Any Table
for the Baby Lock Evolve, Evolution, & Coverstitch Machines

This is a new, high-quality Clamp-On Tape and Bias Holder for the
BabyLock Evolve, Evolution, and Coverstitch machines. This Clamp-On
Tape and Bias Holder is designed to hold your roll of bias tape before
entering your folder so as not to tangle in the machine or fall on the floor.
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